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THE TYGER VOYAGE THE TYGER VOYAGE (2013, 280 X 240)(2013, 280 X 240)
TEXT BY RICHARD ADAMSTEXT BY RICHARD ADAMS
A gentleman tyger and his son set sail from Victorian England into the A gentleman tyger and his son set sail from Victorian England into the 
timeless unknown. Together they roam across the seas, through jungles, past timeless unknown. Together they roam across the seas, through jungles, past 
ice-covered mountains and erupting volcanoes and many more ice-covered mountains and erupting volcanoes and many more 
unexpected hazards along the way. unexpected hazards along the way. 
’Bayley’s pictures are characteristically painstaking and gentle, softly lit, Bayley’s pictures are characteristically painstaking and gentle, softly lit, 
fi nely worked and pretty.’fi nely worked and pretty.’ - Sunday Times - Sunday Times
‘The pictures are full of fascinating details, and her tigers are beautiful sensu-The pictures are full of fascinating details, and her tigers are beautiful sensu-
ous creatures.’ ous creatures.’ - Daily Telegraph- Daily Telegraph
‘Lively narrative ballad.’ ‘Lively narrative ballad.’ - The Observer- The Observer
‘Full of charm and detail, there are elements of Rousseau and Dali and wood-‘Full of charm and detail, there are elements of Rousseau and Dali and wood-
cuts and the Books of Hours.’cuts and the Books of Hours.’ - Times Literary Supplement - Times Literary Supplement
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THE AUTHORTHE AUTHOR
Nicola Bayley has illustrated many acclaimed picture books including TNicola Bayley has illustrated many acclaimed picture books including The Mousehole he Mousehole 
CatCat (by Antonia Barber), which was chosen as the British Book Awards Best Illustrated  (by Antonia Barber), which was chosen as the British Book Awards Best Illustrated 
Children’s Book of the Year in 1991. Nicola lives in London.Children’s Book of the Year in 1991. Nicola lives in London.

THE BIG SNUGGLE-UP THE BIG SNUGGLE-UP (2011, 280 X 240)(2011, 280 X 240)
TEXT BY BRIAN PATTENTEXT BY BRIAN PATTEN
It all started with a scarecrow coming into the house out of the snow, bringing It all started with a scarecrow coming into the house out of the snow, bringing 
with him the mouse that lived up his sleeve. But it wasn’t only these two who with him the mouse that lived up his sleeve. But it wasn’t only these two who 
were looking for a warm place to snuggle up!were looking for a warm place to snuggle up!
‘A joy to read aloud . . . The fi ne and delicate detail in each of the spreads, A joy to read aloud . . . The fi ne and delicate detail in each of the spreads, 
holds the eye and makes one want to linger to explore, revisit and enjoy them in holds the eye and makes one want to linger to explore, revisit and enjoy them in 
their own right.’ their own right.’ - Books for Keeps- Books for Keeps
‘A great bedtime story for the under-fi ves.’‘A great bedtime story for the under-fi ves.’ - Daily Express - Daily Express
‘The beautiful and detailed pictures and the rhyming text will make this a The beautiful and detailed pictures and the rhyming text will make this a 
pleasure to read aloud to a small child. A delightful choice.’pleasure to read aloud to a small child. A delightful choice.’ - The Spectator - The Spectator

CAN I COME TOO? CAN I COME TOO? (2013, 280 X 240)(2013, 280 X 240)
TEXT BY BRIAN PATTENTEXT BY BRIAN PATTEN
A very small mouse decided it wanted to have a very big adventure. “I’ll go and A very small mouse decided it wanted to have a very big adventure. “I’ll go and 
fi nd the biggest creature in the world,” it thought. Along the way it meets many fi nd the biggest creature in the world,” it thought. Along the way it meets many 
different animals and when at last they fi nd the biggest creature, the little mouse different animals and when at last they fi nd the biggest creature, the little mouse 
feels a great sense of achievement.feels a great sense of achievement.
‘Sheer delight!Sheer delight!’ - Amanda Craig, The Times’ - Amanda Craig, The Times
‘A truly lovely book!’ ‘A truly lovely book!’ - The Independent on Sunday- The Independent on Sunday
‘A very endearing read that animal and nature lovers will adore . . . A classic in ‘A very endearing read that animal and nature lovers will adore . . . A classic in 
its own right and a treasure for any young reader.’ its own right and a treasure for any young reader.’ - EYE- EYE
 


